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Pillows are one of the easiest items to sew, and one of the most affordable ways to add a splash of

color and personality to a room. With twelve cute and cuddly animal pillows to make, and

easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions, seamstresses of all skill levels will enjoy making them. It is

so easy to create these adorable pet pillows - all that's needed is a sewing machine, some

inexpensive fabric, and a few basic sewing tools. The hardest part will be deciding which pillow to

make first!
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Choly Knight has her finger on the pulse of what today's young crafters really want. A power-seller

on Etsy.com, she is the author of six sewing books from Fox Chapel Publishing. Choly has been

crafting for as long as she can remember, and has drawn, painted, sculpted, and taped everything

in sight. She took up sewing at age 12 and knitting at 21. After going to college for English and

Studio Art, she now enjoys trying to find numerous different ways to combine all of her passions of

writing, fine art, and craft art.



Didn't realize how few pages were in this, but it'll be a good gift for a kid learning to sew. It's not

specific how to sew the neat edging on the applique features, which will have an impact on how well

a kid could get their project to look as nice as the picture. So direction outside of the book will be

needed.

Inside its material, this item calls itself a "booklet." I only wish the description had too! The "book" is

20 pages long, 10 of them being filled with only patterns. There are four projects total. For its price, I

was expecting more pages with instruction and/or pictures, and less of patterns.Somewhat

disappointed with this purchase for the way the description led me to believe it was thicker. It isn't

even the thickness of a thin magazine.The only upside to this item is the quality and style of the

projects detailed.

Cute! Great for ages 10-14-ish. The directions could be a bit clearer but projects are cute and

simple enough to complete. Note: This is a short "book", not many projects/text, 20 pages total.

There were a few cute pillow ideas and plans for them, the only bad thing is that it doesn't have that

many ideas so you're paying $8 for only four patterns. But I am extremely happy to have this book, it

allows me to know just how to make those adorable pillows!

This book has only 18 pages. There are 4 basic patterns and different animal variations of the 4

patterns. I already have the 'Sew Kawaii' book which has way more patterns but wanted this book

as well. Got mine used which made it much better deal.

Super cute projects, easy to make. Only a booklet, though, and only 3 (or 4, the book isn't with me)

styles but each style has a few versions. These are not full size patterns, so you do have to enlarge

them to make the full size finished product.

great book with fun patterns although the patterns are NOT full size which if i had known i would not

of purchased. now i have to go get them enlarged to create the pillows.

Awesome book, very small as there are only 4 patterns (12 variations total) but all in all an

awesome book for the price
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